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TIPS

keeping the community connected

   Print is dead. Long live print! Online advertising may be on the rise, but there 
is no reason why print ads can’t be just as effective. After all, as is the case with 
so many things in the advertising industry, a great-looking design makes all the 

difference. Are you a business owner or marketeer looking for inspiration for 
your next print ad, here are our top ten tips to the perfect advert.

Tip 1 Your logo or business name – If your business’s logo/name doesn’t contain what you do, 
make sure to clarify that in the ad. For example saying “Cubix Ltd Collision Repair” instead 
of just “Cubix Ltd.”
 

Tip 2
Sell the BENEFITS - Consumers don't buy products, they buy the emotional response, or the 
action that the product can perform for them. For example: You don't buy a drill bit, your buy 
a hole in the wall.  Think about the benefits you offer to your target audience.
 

Tip 3
Have a clear CTA - (call-to-action) with supporting contact information – Say exactly why 
people should contact your business and what you can do for them. For example “Call us at 
(01462-000000) to save money on home insurance today.”

Tip 4
Test & Measure - Try to include a unique reference, or code in your ad so you can track how 
many calls/orders you have received, remember you can't improve what you don't measure. If 
your tempted to give a discount, how about giving 'extra free' instead?

Tip 5
A picture paints a thousand words - Supporting visual elements like a photo or graphics. This 
can be your logo, a picture of your business, or a graphic related to your business or products 
you provide.



Tip 6
Use your space wisely – Don’t use every inch of white space because you can. Leave some 
“breathing room” so people can digest your message. Great print ads always leave part of 
the advertising space untouched.

Tip 7
Psychology of colour- Use a dark font on a lighter backdrop (instead of vice versa) is always 
recommended and select colours that are both easy on the eye and complement your brand.
Visit - www.pantone.com/color-psychology-how-does-color-affect-us 

Tip 8
Fonts, fonts, and fonts – Use mostly sans-serif fonts, use different font sizes to differentiate 
the importance of the copy, however, don’t use too many font types or too many font colours 
(think one or two max). 

Tip 9
Less is more – Don’t overwhelm people with information. Keep it as simple as possible while 
getting the useful information across to the viewer. Don’t go overboard with copy because 
you want to make sure they can read it quickly and easily.

Tip 10
You don't see what you don't see - Have at least one other person who isn’t working on your 
ad read it over to make sure there aren’t spelling errors, incorrect information, or missing 
information. Especially contact details and phone numbers.
 

Don't know where to start?
Don't worry - We take away the strain, meaning you can focus on your business, we 
will have a professional, well crafted advert ready for your approval in no time at all!

Included at NO CHARGE!


